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Flight measurements of the dynamic lcmgitudinal-stabilitg chszacter- 
istics of a 35O swepwng airp-lane are presented fn this report. Pitch 
fng velocity responses to pulse-type elevator mot-i.cms were recorded 0-r 
a Mach number range of 0.60 to 1.04 at as-altitude of approxfmately 
35,000 feet. The measured period aud daraging of these oscillatory 
responses were used to compute the static stability gmameter %J the 
factor C 

mn 
+ C%, and the number of cycles for the oscillaticms to damp 

to l/10 amplitude. These results are cmgared with the safe character- 
istics estimated from static wind-tunnel data.- 

The test results show a sharp reduction in damping at a Mach number 
of 0.9 with maximum damping occurring at Mach numbers of 0.88 and 0.94. 
Above 0.94 there is again a decrease in da?qpfng tat continues over-the 
reminder of the test range. The statfc stability increases rapidlywith 
Machnumberthroughthetranson2c range, except for a slight decrease at 
M = 0.92. 

At the present tfme there are only llmfted data available'on the 
dynamic behatim of swepbing aircraft, especially at transonic speeds. 
The flight4est program being conducted by the IQLCA on a 350 swept--wing 
airplane inclties the determination of dynaHc dbectional-, lateral-, 
aud longitudinal-stability characteristics as affected by Mbh rum&m. 

UNCfASSfFfED 



-. - 
This report presents the preliminary results of a flight investigk- 

tion into the longit~inal-stability characteristfcs of the test airplane. 
The simple method of mdysis used here is possible because the airplane c 
exhibits a lightly damped short+erid oscillatmg response. The com- 
puted flight--test characteristics are ccmpared with estimations mde frcm 
static wind-tunnel data. . 

More complete ana&yses, using additimal flight data, are being cir- -- -- 
ried out in order to dete3+.ne the frequency responses of the airplane 
and the inditidual.stability derivatives~through the subscmic and tran-. 
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Subscript 

t horizontal tail 

TESTE'JUDMENT 

The test airplane was a standard North American F-4 with exter- 
nalbooms added as shown in figures land 2. The pertinent physical 
characteristics of the airplane are listed in table I. 

Standard KACA optical instruments synchronized at l/N-second inter- 
vals by a common.timer were used to determine static and impact pressures 
on a Kollsman airspeed head mounted in thenose boom (fig. 2), normal 
acceleration at the center of gravity, pitching velocity, and elevator 
and stabilizer positions. The true Mach number and pressure altitude 
were obtained by correcting the static and impact pressures in accordance 
with the calibration of reference 1. 

* 

TEST m- AM) BJKUUCTIOK OF lXT.A 

The flight program consisted entirely of elevator pulsetype melt 
vers and covered a Mach number range of 0.60 to 1.04 with corresponding 
variations in trim lift coefficient of 0.35 to 0.12. The airplane was 
trimmed in either level or diving flight at the start of each ruu and, 
after application of the pulse, the catrol stick was returned appraxi- 
mately to the trim positian and held against a chain stop so as to mini- 
mize an$ inadvertent elevator motion. The,success of this system is 
shown in the typical flight retards presented in five 3. The pitching- 
velocity responses were analyzed by the method shown in appendix A. . 
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All records at speeds greater then 0.92 Mach number were taken in 
afmg flight. For the calcrilations presented herein, however, the alti- 
tude and Mach number were ass& to remain constent at their average 
values duringthe2-ttolcsecd duratianof eachrun. The validity of 
this assumption fs borne out by the data shown in figure 3(a) wherein 
the Mach nu&er does not vary over 0.7 percent during the interval in 
which the data were taken. - The change fn flQh.th angle associated 
with a dive may have some effect on the response of the airplane; how--. 
ever, analytic investfgation showed that in this case the effect on the 
period and ming of the oscillatory mode was negligible. 

Since the actual fUghts covered. analtltude range of 30,000 to 
40,000 feet, the period and damping measurements were corrected to a 
standard altitude of 35,000 feet by assumLng thatthe damping varfes 
directly with the air density and that the period is inversely propor- 
tional to the square root of the .density. 

The period of the oscillations as measured frcxn flight records is 
plotted Ln figure 4 as a function of &&ch number. It should be remer+ 
bered t&t all thedata presented herein were obtained in either level 
or diving flight, the lift'coefficient wrylng between 0.35 and 0.12 at 
35,000 feet over the speed range covered. It canbe noted that there is 
a continuous decrease Fn period with increasing speed except for the 
slight rise between ?&ch numbers of 0.92 and 0.94. Also shown are values 
of period estimated from wind-tunneldata of reference 2 by the method 
shown in appendix B. The values cMputedfromthewfnd-tunneldataa.re 
somewb.tsrtaller inmaatudebut show the same variatfonwithspeedas 
ths test ~-~USS 0f p-i0a. 

Figure 5 shows a plot of cWxping coefficients that were obtained 
from the cscfllation records by the method described in a.ppendix A. 
Emmination of this curve shows that, after reachingapeakvalue at a 
Machnrmiber of 0.88,the dampingdrops sharplytoalow valueat0.92, 
after which there is a.suiLden fncrease to a nmsimm at a Efach nn@er of 
0.94. Above 0.94 the damping decreases in an irregular fasbian over the 
remainder of the test range. It should be noted that the sharp decrease 
-fn damping is aefined by five separate test points taken indeDendently 
at about Mach number 0.92, This is also the same speedatwbichthe 
irregularity in the period w&s noted. 

Also plotted in the same figure are esttited values of damping 
(see appendix B) which show somewhat smaller lnagnitudes over the range 
of &ch nmbers covered by the tind tunnel. This difference nay result 
from the assumptions msde regarding both ds/dc, (0.5) and the portion 

Qt,- 
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Considerable scatter can be noted is the test points of figure 5. 
This is &z1 indicatiou of the difficulty involved in fairing an exponen- 
tial envelope to the test data. The accuracy of the measurements is l 

poorer at the lower speeds because the oscillations were almost completely 
damped within one cy$Le. It .ms very difficult to determine the damping 
fromthese test measurements at Hach numbers below 0.70. At the higher 
speeds (above mch nzrmber 1.0) the scatter is not due entirely to inacc~ 
rate msurements since the records consisted of two or more well-defines 
cycles. The period measurements appear to be more consistent and no dif- 
ficulty was encountered except at the lowest test speeds. 

The period and damping test da-& (figs. 4 and 5) were used to cau+ 
put-e the static stability parameter C 

4& 
shown fn figure'6. The flight- 

test curve shows a rapid increase in static stability with increasing 
Mach number except for a dip, whLch fs similar to that previously noted 
in figure 4. -- 

The c-ted values of 
c% 

-should have the same degree of accu- 
racy as the original periad measurements since the period of oscillation 
depds almost entirely on Cma. As indicated WappendixA, however, 
a small error was introduced by the omission of the term kq/mVTy; 
but in this case the error was estimated to be negligible at high speeds 
and less than 4 percent at the lowest test speed. 

Also plottea in figure 6 are values of. Cmcr, obtained from the data 
of reference 2. There is fair agreement between the two curves, although 
the Wind--tuMel results do.show higher values of Static stability corre- 
sponding to a shift in neutral point of about 2.5 percent. 

The variatim of Cms -I- I+ with Mach nmber is plotted Ln figure 7. 
This parameter was computed by combining experLmenta1 values of damping 
coefficient b taken from the faired curve of figure 5 with values of 
'2% taken from fiwe 8.l These calculations are explainedinappen- 
six A. 

By comparing figures 5 and 7, it can be seen that hoth curves exhibit 
the same general characteristics at Mach numbers graater than 0.92. At 
the lower speeds, however, the influence of CL causes the total damp 
ing b to increase with &ch number, while the term 

3 
+c w is actu-, 

ally decreasing. The sudden.drop in b at Mach number .88 is due also, 

'Figure 8 is the result of estimations made by the North American Avia- 
tionC~based onwind-tunnel (reference 2) andtranscmic-dump 
tests. 
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-at Least putially, to the decrease in Cr, that occurs at this sams 
speed. 

c 
Also plotted in figure 7 is the vaiatim of $ + % estilnsted .;"1 9 

from reference 2. Since the Bame VdUeB of 
CLa 

were used in computing !, ..B 

both curves ti this figure, the pooragreementbetweenthe two is the & r 1 

l result of discremcies between the estimated and the experimental w a%Jf 
ing coefficients shown in figure 5. In general, the accuracy to which 

can be 
:?b:t?b d 

determine& experimentally is limited by the accuracies 

gip 
9 6- 

jr" 
cr, 

. As shown in appendix A, ems + C& is propor- 

tianal to the difference between b and Za/mV and thus will usudly 
be less accurate t&n either of these two quantities. Examination of the 
wind-tu3uI.eldatauiedin this report shows that Z&X is approximately 
one-half as large as b; thus a l--percent error in b result8 in a- 
e-percent error in ems + %- 

In figure 9 is plotted the nu&er of cycles required. for the oscil- 
lations to damp to l/10 amplitude. The cur-v-e shows that be& a-Mach 
number of 0.85, approxiJnatelg 0.95 cycle is required. Above this speed 
the number of cycles required increases rapidi~ with &ch nuniber, sxhib- 
iting irregularities similar to those noted in the damping curve. 

Ames AeronatiicalIaboratory, 
National AdvTsorg C&ttee for Aeraoazrtics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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APPEXDIXA 

. 

METHOD OF AN(IIssIS 7 

For the analysis used in this report, tQe follcd& longitudinal - 
squi3ti0~ 0f motion ~b37e ass-a: 

mv (& - q) = z& + Zg6 (Al) 

Iy i =M&4M&+Mqq+ 

Solving the two equEttians simultaneously 

9 C,D + C, -zc 
6 D2+bD+k 

where 

D=& 

co = %% -M& I 
mV 57 .- ....- 

. -. 

b =a =--- %J % --.= damping coefficient 
mv ry Iy 

JpW%-% 
mvIY IY 

= aerodynamic restoring moment 

(A3) 

f 

. 

(A41 

- (A51 

--. (~6) 

. (A71 

w 
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. 
The damping coefficient -b can be obtained from a tygical oscilla- 

tion record. such as shown in fi&re 10 where the equation of the envelope 
is aBBUm& to be of the form 

a=e 
-gk 

(A9) 

Thus 
_ = dal/a?) b 
2 t&k 

(AlO ) 

The aerodynamic restoring moment k is deterdnedfromthe period 
of the oscillation as follows: 

and,byrearrangingterms, 

k=@y+e>' . (Ak 

The term k can be determined frcan k by usin@; equation (A8), 
omitting the term S&~/mvIy. &VeBti&ti~ ha6 fihoxn tbat,in this case, 
this term is very- small campared to &,&. Thus, 

k M, SC p+ z--c 
IY -%Tys- 

and 

(A13) 

(A14) 

c 

The ming factor. C + C% 
using known values of b % Ch. 

can be obtained froaa equation (A7) 
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4IY 
cmq+c%=pvsc2 % 2m '= b -- 

> 

The term C1/lo is obtained f'mm the relation 

NACARMA~JOga 

(A151 

(Ati) 

(A17) 
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AITEDIXB 

ESTIMATION OF DYNAMIC STABILJTY PABMWEXG 

pIROMSTATICWlXWZ!UNNELTESTS 

In general, it is not possible to obtain dynamic stability pu%meters 
directly from static wind-tunnel tests. By mEtking certain assumptions, 

I however, it was possible to estimate the values of the coefficients b 
and k using the data of reference 23 then the other stability pemmeters 
were computed. by the ~llsthods of appendix A. 

InappendixA itwas shown-t 

k= 

To determIne b and k it was necessary to evaluate &, MS, 
M&, and-M, using wind-tmnelplots of CL, aC,/utt and acm/acL. 
This was done as f 0llo-m: 

For Za, 
z, Pa =-c&Ts 

For MS, the portion of q due to the tail alone can be emressed as 

a% pv stat2 
Mqt=-qt aat 2 

and since 
%.n acLt w-t 
-=-71.t - - at dat SF . . 
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then 
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In addition, however, the portian of % a- tothewingand fuselage 
must also be estimated; in this case, it was assumed to be 2spercent of * 
Mqt* Therefore, - 

Mq = 1.25 
ac, pvs+ 
-2 

For M&t M& cau be expressed as 

or 

The term de/da was estimated to be 0.5 0-r the wind-tunnel speed range. 

For s, M, can be obtained from the plot of dCm/dCL in reference 2 
where Cm is the mcrmsnt coefficient about the qtlarter-chord point. The 
center of gravity of the test airplane was located at approxilnately 22.5 
percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. Thus, 

‘mU. = ’ d 
dc, - - 0.025 dcL > 

and 

. 
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TABLE I.- PHPSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OPTES!j?ArLANE 
.: 

....... 

Wing. 
_ _. 

Total area (including flaps, slats, and 
49.92 sq ft covered by fuselage ........... 287.9 sq ft 

span.. ........................ 37.1 f-b 
Aspect ratio ............... ; ....... 4.79 
Taper ratio ...................... 0.51 
Mean aerodynamLc chord (wing station 98.7 in. 

measured normal to center line) 
Sweepback of 0.25;chol;dline 

................ 
1. 

...... .1 97.03 in. 
35Ol4' 

Root airfoil section (nom1 to 0.2whord line). .. 'NACA 00X2-64 
(modified) 

Tip afrfoil section (normalto 0.25chord line) ... HK!A 001164 
(modified) 

Horizontal Tail 

Total area (including 1.20 sq ft covered by 
fuselage ... ; ................. -35:O sq ft 

span.. .............. . ........ 12.8 f-t 
Aspect ratio ................. ; .. 4.65 
Taper ratio ...................... 0.45 
Mean aerodynamic chord (horizontal-tafl 

Btatim 33.54 in.) ............ .- ... 34.7 in. 
Sweepback of 0.25-Chard line ............ 34°35t 
Airfoil section (parallel to center line) ...... WACA 00X3-64 
Taillen&h ..................... 18.1.2 ft 

Weight and correspandirig centeltof-grati-Ly position 
(landing gear .r&xib%ed). 

Take-off (c.g. at 23.0-percent M.A.C.) ....... 14,102 lb 
Landing (c.g. at 2l,+percent M.A.C.) ........ 11,612 lb 
Average for computation purposes (c.g. at 

22.5percent M.A..C. ................ 12,800 lb 

Average moment of inertia about Y axis ........ 17,480.slug-ft2 

. 
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Figure 2.-Two - view drawIj70 of fesf o&dune showing fesearch 
uirspeed hsfdhfion . 
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